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In 2016, Aman started Reverie Row and provided

technical and educational content writing services to

clients and achieved revenues of over US $50,000.In

2017, Aman and his batchmate Soham founded

AllinCall. Their Enterprise User Engagement Platform,

Cogno AI uses a combination of Artificial & Human

Intelligence to help enterprises in assisting

customers during the Onboarding journey. Their

client base includes the likes of ICICI Bank, Kotak

Mahindra Bank, IDFC FIRST Bank, Bajaj Allianz, and

Bharti AXA. While graduating, Aman had several

high-paying job offers from multiple firms but he

chose to be an entrepreneur.

Since then, he started blogging about JEE

preparation mentoring thousands of students. His

blog reached 3.5 million+ page views. During the

summer of 2016 Aman interned with Rubrik at their

headquarters in Palo Alto for 3 months from May

2016 to July 2016. Aman calls it one of the best

experiences by the end of which he got more clarity

that he wanted to start his own venture.

AMAN  GOELAMAN  GOELAMAN  GOEL

Aman Goel, Co-founder

and CEO at AllinCall,

helping large

enterprises manage

customer experience at

scale.Aman secured an

All India Rank - 33 in IIT

JEE examination, 2013,

and joined CS, IIT

Bombay. 

"THE  BEST  WAY  I S  TO  S IGN  A  3 -YEAR

FOUNDERS  AGREEMENT  WHICH  SAYS

THAT  I F  SOMEONE  LEAVES  BEFORE  3

YEARS ,  THEY  HAVE  TO  RETURN  ALL

THE  EQU ITY  BACK  TO  THE

COMPANY . . . . . . "
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How was your experience getting your first

bank to sign up?

Our first client was the giant - State Bank of India.

Onboarding them was one of the toughest times -

first customer, barely a product, first negotiation,

first corporate experience, etc.

Lots of learning and new experiences.

Essentially, we were at the right place at the right

time. SBI had an urgency where they wanted to

launch a ChatBot solution on 1st July 2017 which

was their Bank's foundation day.

Gaining trust and tying up with state banks

has a lot of friction, how did you pitch it to

them ? How did you win the trust of such a

large enterprise bank ? Given that bank and

financial data has confidentiality, how did you

connect with them initially ?

One of our mentors was able to connect us with

their Head of Innovation who found merit in our

solution.

For data confidentiality - we gave an on-premise

deployment and so, data wasn't an issue at all.

What type of startups are going to emerge

with AI being at the core of their solution? And

also tell us what are the challenges you faced

in your start up with regarding to the tech?

I think AI will revolutionize a lot of activities in

sectors which are heavily service-oriented where a

lot of manual work is done which is process-driven.

Consider the case of data-entry where data is picked

up from 1 place and entered in another place. This is

a huge industry across the world that is sitting for

disruption due to AI and other new-age

technologies.

How much different was getting readers on

your JEE focused blog vs convincing

businesses to use your solutions?

Getting readers on the blog is more like a marketing

effort. Businesses using our solution is purely a Sales

effort.

The difference between Sales and marketing is

evident - in marketing, people get to know about

you and come to you. In sales, you identify the right

prospects and go to them.
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I am not sure if there is something specific I'd say on

that because I feel we were lucky to get the right

support from SBI on day 1.

I'd rather say - I wish I knew it's going to be harder

than what it was to get the first client to go-live.

That way, we'd have been better prepared.

If there's one thing that you'd have known

before approaching your first clients for

AllinCall, what would that be?

I think AI is disrupting those areas where there is a

bunch of repetitive work. 

Like data entry, customer support, outbound call

centers, etc.

These are the main areas where I see an opportunity

of AI-driven solutions creating an impact.

Currently the giant Indian IT market players

like Infosys, TCS, etc sell Web, Mobile app, or

Windows Software as services to foreign

companies. What do you think will be the

main product or service being sold with AI at

its core in the future by the next big leaders?

Well, I think rather than chasing the size of the

problem on day 1, we chased the problem itself -

managing customer communications at scale.

The TAM (Total addressable market) can always be

increased later on as your customers get to trust

you.

Take an example of Freshworks which started with

Freshdesk as a ticket management system and they

today sell so many products.

If Ticket Management has a market size of X, the

size of 10 products across same set of customers is

probably 10X.

How did you realize that this was such a big

problem? What was your motivation for

starting AllinCall?

I think the best way to do this is to get an internship

where one can get the first professional experience

in life.

Apart from that, I think there are a bunch of online

resources which are freely available. I'd recommend

beginning with Andrew Ng's course on Coursera

and then from there on, going to Kaggle to practice.

What would be few resources you would

suggest students/early graduates to kick of a

career in DS/AI. Anyway they can source small

term real industry projects to get hands on

experience.

Short answer - I had the time / runway and it was a

calculated risk.

Long answer - when I came back to India in August

2016 after my Bay Area internship, I was fully

motivated to start something of my own.

A typical person spends time on the following

activities in the 4th year of college:

1.) Placements - I had a PPO and so this wasn't a

worry.

2.) GRE preparation - I didn't want to go for masters.

3.) Undergrad project - it was optional at college.

4.)Courses - I had completed almost all courses.

Guess who had 1 full year of time to experiment and

play around?

Why did you decide to not take the well

treaded path of placements and instead start

your own company
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What were your learnings from your

experience in Silicon Valley? How did that

give you clarity to start your own thing?

The biggest learning of Silicon Valley was that I

cannot work at a 9 to 5 Job. That was a big

motivation to start a company of my own.

I enjoyed the work and culture at Rubrik. But the

thought that I would be working for the next X

number of years creating a relatively small impact,

made me switch gears and start a startup

What was the main motivation behind

starting this venture was it purely money, I

don't think so, or was it passion about doing

something you believed in? What was your

vision in the beginning?

It wasn't just money, but rather freedom - as I

mentioned in some other thread that I had the

"runway" where I could spend 1 full year of college to

experiment things and take something off the

ground.

As a Founder, you have to be very confident

about your idea and about yourself. How do

you identify the fine line with being confident

& being complacent?

As a Founder, you have to be very confident about

your idea and about yourself - I would partially agree

with this premise.

I think on day 1, you can never be confident of your

idea. Ideas evolve with time and customer needs.

Arriving at a product is a big challenge. 

It is easy to get swayed away with the initial

"services" revenue which fills your pocket, but is

highly unscalable. 

The biggest challenge was to get over it and fixate

the team on Product.

What were the initial challenges you faced?

Also, how did you find the problems you felt

needed to be addressed using your products?

The biggest advice I'd say is that in B2B space, you

first sell and get a client, and then build. 

Essentially, big enterprises don't buy the product.

They look at the potential in a startup. Therefore, the

best approach is to "co-create" something rather

than doing it independently and then taking it to

the market.

Some tips/insights for an early stage startup

for getting their first B2B clients.

When did you realize you could do it and can

make it big? Could you see yourself in the

beginning doing what you are doing right

now?

This happened in the 4th year of college. 

Startups need time and the problem with most

people is that they are so much into academics,

courses, and curriculum (and later jobs) that they are

unable to give time. I was lucky to be able to spend 1

full year (4th year) of college where I had minimum

academic pressure and so, I could spend time

building AllinCall.

Here are a few:

a.) Hiring the right talent

b.) Having a product mindset rather than service

mindset

c.) Focusing on input (efforts) more than the output

(rewards)

d.) Scalability

e.) Deciding which advice to absorb, and which one

to reject.

If you have to pick, what were the top 5

challenges you faced in your journey. Not

related to technical, but across all the phases

of your life. Among those, if you have to pick

one, what would that be and how did you

overcome it?
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How important you feel is partnership in

business. What qualities you look for in your

partner, more importantly, what qualities you

developed that you didn't have before, but

picked up in the journey?

Partnership is extremely important. A right partner

can do wonders for you. An Entrepreneur is a

Salesman who can partner with - customers,

employees, investors, advisors, mentors.

What made you choose an enterprise product

over a consumer one? Margins/TAM or was it

something else you noticed while interning at

Rubrik?

It was quite natural - frankly, we did not have any

idea of the Enterprise world. One of our advisors took

us to some of the banks and we found them

interesting and so we said - hey, let's solve their

problems.

Being a CS engineer I am sure you would have

been well versed with the technology side of

startup, however when starting did you feel

that you just didn't knew enough depth about

other areas like Finance and Sales, how did

you learn so mqny topics so fast. Or did you

give full control to the heads of those

departments having full faith in their loyalty

Well, a lot of those things can be learned on the fly.

There are enough people to provide the right

guidance and advice. Many questions that people

are asking have a relatively common answer - I had 1

full year of time where I explored the startup world,

did not have a pressure of a job, did not have to

worry about academics, did not have to worry about

making money.

As a result, I was able to focus on building skills,

meeting the right people, understanding customer

problems, and understanding business challenges.

I'd suggest that give yourself time and don't try to

find a shortcut. The initial journey from zero to one is

the hardest one. One to 100 is easier because you

know how to take 1 step (the zero to one step) and

so, you just have to take 99 more such steps.

May we have some suggestions how can we

help students / aspirants through technology

platform in Test Preparation for K-12 segment?

I have minimum knowledge of this domain.

However, I think the biggest advantage of

technology would be in content personalization -

making it relevant and personalized for each

student.

What are the biggest expenditures in a tech

startup besides Employee Salaries?

Infra/Server costs.

Have you ideated on other products which

you could build on top of the already

established clients and main product you

have? If so, what inefficiencies you saw in the

space which motivated you to build those?

Yup, we are working on a bunch of things.

Essentially, we realized that apart from the Bots, we

can also focus on the "Agent productivity" based

solutions which are far more interesting to a large

company.
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What were some of the hurdles that you faced

as a young Founder? Do you have any

recommendations/tips for students who are

starry-eyed about starting a company?

Not knowing how to partner with the right people is

a big big issue. As an early founder, I faced a lot of

challenges including the Co-founder exit.

Essentially, more than the product or business, what

matters is the team which includes employees,

investors, advisors and obviously the co-founders.

If you end up screwing any one of them in the early

days, it will create a lot of issues.

How do we make sure to get that client when

the founder do not have glorified credentials

(college tag) to show. How do we make sure

companies should trust us.

If you don't have the right credentials, you can

partner with people who have the right credentials.

For instance, you can be a co-founder with someone

who brings in connections and networks. Or, you can

get an advisor/investor who brings the market

access. 

Most college students have zero market access. The

best way is to partner with someone who brings

market access on the table. As a thumb rule, go and

partner with people who bring in what you don't

have.

What are your views on blockchain based tech

startups? Which domains besides finance do

you think are going to be disrupted by it?

Frankly, I don't understand blockchain too well.

That's not from a technology perspective, but more

from a Business/Use-case perspective, and so, I am

not too sure if I am the right person to take this

question.

Could you please clarify about developing a

product with the client? Do you not go upto a

client with a MVP product?  Instead just

discuss the idea of the product!

The best MVP is a Presentation or a Product demo

video. 

We made some presentations and concept demo

videos and convinced the client that we had the

potential to build this. Obviously, how well you are

able to convey this to the client will decide if you get

their interest or not. It took us 4 attempts to get

there (3 failed attempts before SBI).

Please can you give some suggestions on how

one can go about fundraising for  deep tech

startups with let's say 6-10 months of

development roadmap. Is a functioning POC

enough or is it must to onboard initial

customers as well? Are there any other ideas

that you can suggest for the same.

There is no thumb rule. I'd say it depends.

If you bring in a certain level of background and

credibility, people may bet on that and fund you. But

if you are a young founder like me, you will have to

show some traction in terms of customers before

someone signs a cheque for you.

What keeps you motivated during those low

days? Apart from technical skills and business

acumen, what are some of the key behavioral

attributes that you believe can help create a

success mindset?

The team is what keeps me motivated. I want to see

my team members feel proud of me and AllinCall.

This includes my Founding members, employees,

investors, advisors and customers. I want all my team

members to be super successful and rich/prosperous

and that keeps me moving. One of our advisor says -

for success in entrepreneurship, one has to have 3

traits:

Dil (empathy)

Dimaag (smartness)

Dum (??)

Dum - to me means a combination of passion and

determination which leads to unlocking one's true

potential.
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AI is already supposed to disrupt the

customer execution side (say through chat

bots), how do you see the future of bank,

insurance companies hiring agents that

manually provide services to customers.

Technology is always the enabler. What matters

more is how the technology is converted into a

product that solves the customer's problems.

Take an example - I am a Software Engineer who is

able to build a highly scalable backend, but a below-

average User Interface. Will my users use my

Software? Probably not. So, what matters more than

AI or any other technology is how it manifests as a

Product that solves a customer problem.

Would love to know some tips on hiring the

right talent. This is something that I

frequently struggle with, what are some of the

major things you look for in a candidate and

what strategy you follow to hire the right

talent and make sure they can get the work

done with passion?

We learnt it the hard way!

We used to focus a lot on skills. We now focus on

talent (motivation from Girish Mathrubootham from

Freshworks).Skills are those things which you learn

with time. Like programming, drawing, etc.Talent is

something you are born with. Like eye for detail, risk

taking ability, relationship building.There are

standard ways to understand the talent of a person.

We now try and map the talent with the right job

description. That helps unlock true potential of a

team member.

Do you think consumer financial products,

where one to one selling through agent is

involved is going to reach to an end in next

few years, as apps having high distribution

like PayTM can do these stuff by providing a

better deal to consumers because of removing

the middlemen.

Yes, banks are shifting towards this model as well.

This may not end in the next few years, but certainly

is a dimishing market

Can you describe some of the ways you

identify talent?

Take an example of identifying proactive

behavior/ownership. 

Lets say I am interviewing a 2020 batch graduate

student who is applying for an Operations role. In

Operations, ownership of the project is extremely

important. So, one needs to be proactive. 

We ask the person a bunch of questions from their

internship aside from their core work that they did.

For example, if the person worked as a Project

Manager, I'd ask them - how big was the marketing

team? What are the markets where the company

sells? 

These questions are usually unrelated to the work

the person does. However, if the person is able to

answer a few of such questions, it shows that they

were curious to know things beyond their job

description - clearly an indicator of proactive

behavior.

What Learnings helped you in your startup

which came from your baniya upbringing?

Haha, I come from a humble middle-class family in

the small town of Kanpur. 

So, baniya background didn't really help. I was kept

completely away from my business by my dad

because he feared that I would not study.
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Do you think the whole Banking or in general

BFSI sector operates as a closed system where

entrance is much of a very difficult process

and also can you help us in understanding

AllinCall in brief, is it only about chatbots or

something else?

Yes, 

BFSI is a relatively closed industry, and entry is a little

difficult. The right way to get a foot in the door is to

partner with someone who is from the industry. This

could be through hiring (difficult) or getting an

advisor (relatively easy) or an investor.

Did you offer equity to your sales and finance

heads. If not how did you hire smart people on

a budget?

Yes, we offer ESOPS to our team members.

Have you ever felt that an MBA degree might

be helpful you in any way?

I haven't got a chance to think about it.

Do you hold bitcoin? Are you bullish on

crypto-currencies?

Nope. I have never been involved in the crypto or in

fact stock market either. Running a business requires

100% focus and so, for now, I keep myself away from

such areas.

Do you think you have the same passion and

enthusiasm you had when you started your

journey after graduating from the college (or

it's more, or less). How much focus you give to

"it's still day 1"?

It is absolutely more passion  Guess what's better

than starting something fresh? Starting something

fresh and having the right team to help you.

Can you elaborate on when to quit, if you're

not making enough money from your product

or you're having too much stress, like how do

you definitely know if the startup ecosystem

is not for you

NEVER. Don't quit! 

There is an awesome community here in AJVC. Do

talk to some of the members and understand what

is going wrong and how can you improve the same.

Which Indian and Global entrepreneurs you

have learnt the most from?

Indian - Girish Mathrubootham (Freshworks), Saket

Modi (Lucideus)

Global - Jyoti Bansal (AppDynamics)

How do you impart that feeling to your

employees and partners?

I try my best to keep my team motivated. I am

fortunate to have got an opportunity to work with

some of the most sincere and hardworking people in

my team.

How do you deal with distributing equity

between cofounders and what happens if

someone leaves?

It did happen to me. The best way is to sign a 3-year

founders agreement which says that if someone

leaves before 3 years, they have to return all the

equity back to the company or distribute

proportionally to other founders.

Anything less than a 3-year commitment is not

useful at all. 5 year is preferred.

Why you entered B2B?

Because - B2B has a much easier Sales and

Marketing than B2C.


